LOCATIONS

SCHLOSSBAUERNHOF ZU STOLZENROTH
The Schlossbauernhof zu Stolzenroth is an estate dating from the 17th century and is listed for
preservation. There are three function rooms that offer you the possibility of working in small
individual groups. The rooms are divided between the main house and the detached former
barn. As a highlight, we offer you an extensive garden area, and hence the perfect combination of indoor and outdoor area, “team building exercise on the countryside“. Furthermore the
interior may be combined with two idyllic terraces.

RANGE OF EVENTS
GASTRONOMY

ARRIVAL & PARKING

HIGHLIGHTS

Business parties, concerts, evening events, exhibitions, fairs & presentations, incentives, meetings
& congresses, promotional events, receptions, seminars, weddings
According to your wishes, we can either offer you individual catering or conference flat rates for
your invited guests and staff. We provide you a personalized food concept, from finger-food to a festive menu. As a local highlight, we may combine your culinary ideas with a traditional Franconian
Backhäusla (a detached oven, being fired with wood); surprise your guests with freshly stone baked
pizza as a starter or as part of a Mediterranean buffet. Furthermore, we offer you a large selection of
traditional Franconian dishes, with special emphasis on regional and seasonal products. Or why not
having a delicious barbecue buffet after meetings?
The Schlossbauernhof is conveniently close to the highway (A3) heading to Würzburg, exit
Höchstadt Nord. About 100 parking lots are provided. The distance to Erlangen is about 40 km, to
Bamberg about 20 km and to Airport Nuremberg about 40 km. Overnight accommodation is given
in the vicinity of the restaurant. We can either present you a list with easy accessible hotels or
organize a shuttle service for you.
Having a conference in combination with the heavenly peace of nature? We can offer you three function rooms, as well as a large outdoor area. Enjoy the large garden and relax during meeting breaks.
Or use the exterior area for team building exercises like football matches or archery.

VENUES / CONFERENCE ROOMS

SQM.

HEIGHT

THEATRE

U-SHAPE

CLASSROOM

BANQUET

HIGHLIGHTS

Kachelofenstube

ca. 30

2,20 m

18

15

16

22

optional with
terrace during
summer season

Q-Stall

ca. 80

2,20 m

50

30

35

50

optional with
Kachelofenstube

Scheune

ca. 200

4,00 m

200

60

120

150

separate building / adjacent
to the Bauerngarten
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